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ABSTRACT 
The M6bius invariant #, essential to the classification of surfaces, is less useful in 
the study of exchange geometries (matroids) because it undergoes sizeable fluctuations 
as a result of minor structural changes, such as the lengthening of an arc. The number 
fl, investigated here, is not only a geometric invariant, like/~, but is also a duality 
invariant, and provides a complete determination of separability. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
The numerical value fl, defined for each finite matroid G with Whitney 
rank function r by 
fl~- (-- I y  (a) ~ (-- 1)tXlr(X), (1) 
X~G 
is a non-negative integer, and is equal to 0 if and only if G is separable. 
fl may be calculated from the lattice L(G) of closed subsets of G. fl is 
invariant under duality. Thus fl may also be calculated from L(G*), 
and serves as an indication as to which geometric lattices may possibly 
be duals of one another elative to some matroid. 
We sketch the analogy between fl-calculation and higher-order deri- 
vation (Section 2). We then establish the above-mentioned algebraic 
properties of fl (Section 3) and give some examples of its calculation 
(Section 4). 
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2. DERIVATION 
Consider a funct ion f  defined on the Boolean algebra,C3' of subsets of a 
set S. For purposes of analogy, let us define the partial derivative o f f ,  
with respect to an element e ~ S, by 
Of (X) = f (X ~3 e) -- f (X). 
Oe 
One example of the use of such partial derivatives appears in [1]: if 
Mi(x) = 0 if ei ~ J(x) 
= 1 otherwise 
for a closure operator J on a set S = {el ..... en}, then the differential 
Mflei is exact if and only if the closure operator J has the exchange 
property. 
PROPOSITION 1. For any matroid G with Whitney rank function r on a 
set {e I . . . . .  en}, 
Onr 
fl = (- -  1) ~*(G) (2) 
0el ... 0e~ 
PROOF : 
( - -  1) r*(a) 
Onr 
Oel ... Oen 
= (- -  l)r*(a)~] ( - -  lfCXlr(X) 
x 
= (--  1) r(~ Z (- -  1)fXlr(X) = fl, 
x 
because r(G) -I- r*(G) = ] G[ .  Q.E.D. 
The following is the analogue of  the Taylor expansion for the Whitney 
rank function r about the empty subset ~v. Let Or/OX denote 
Okr 
Oeil... Oeik ' 
when X = {eq ..... eik}. 
PROPOSITION 2. 
OF 
r(G) = x Z -OX (~v). 
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PROOF : 
Or ~ (~) = Y, Z (-- 1)lY-Xlr(X) 
Y x~_y  
= Z r(X) Z (-- 1) t:r-xl = Z r(X)Ox,a = r(G). 
x Y~-x  x 
Q.E.D. 
The above proposition indicates that 
( _  l)r,cG)fl = Or ~-  (~) 
is the M0bius-inverse [3] of the rank function r on the Boolean a lgebra2  
of all subsets of G. Furthermore, Proposition 2 provides a recursive 
definition for fl; i.e., 
r(G) = Y~ (-- 1)r*tx)fl(X), (3) 
x 
The value fl may be calculated for every minor of a matroid G, i.e., 
for every interval [X, Y] = {Z; X __ Z _~ Y} of the Boolean algebra, 
considered as a matroid with Whitney rank function rtx,i, 1 defined by 
rEx,r~(Z ) = r (Z) -  r(X). The axiomatic description of a matroid in 
terms of its Whitney rank function may be rephrased in terms of ft. 
PROPOSITION 3. I f  r is an integer-valued function on the Boolean algebra 
of all subsets of a finite set, and if r(9 ) = O, then r is the rank function 
of a matroid if and only if fl has value 0 or 1 on every interval of fl of 
length 1 or 2 (for proof, see [1]). Q.E.D. 
The only possible values for fl on intervals of length three are 0, 1. 
On intervals of length four, values 0, 1, 2 are possible, with fl = 2 only 
for the minimum non-binary matroid [5]. Consequently, a matroid is 
binary if and only if there is no minor of length four on which fl = 2. 
For regular matroids, see Section 4, Theorem VI. 
3. THE STRUCTURAL SIGNIFICANCE OF fl 
Let us now turn to those properties of fl which are relevant o separa- 
bility and duality of matroids [7]. We shall see that, despite a certain 
kinship with the familiar complexity t [4] and M~bius invariant # [4], the 
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value fl carries a remarkable amount of information concerning the 
matroid, and is entirely free of the redundancies which distinguish ma- 
troids from their underlying eometries. 
If e is an element in a matroid G, let G\e ("G minus e") indicate the 
minor [% G -- e], and let G/e ("G modulo e") indicate [e, G]. 
THEOREM ]. I f  e is neither a loop nor an isthmus of G, then 
fl(G) ---- fl(G\e) + fl(G/e). 
PROOF: Separate the summation for fl into a sum over sets not contain- 
ing e, plus the sum over sets containing e. Then the first term is equal to 
fl(G\e), while 
(-- Dr(a) Y, (-- 1)lXJr(X) 
X ; e~X 
: ( - -  1) r(a/e)+l Z ( - -  1 ) lX l+ l ( ro /e (X  ) - -  1) 
X~_Gle 
~-- (-- 1)tram ~ (-- 1)lXJrr 
X~G/e 
because Y, (-- 1) Ixl = O. Q.E.D. 
The property established for fl in Theorem I is shared by the Tutte 
polynomial [2], and therefore by the complexity, or number of bases. 
In a slightly modified form, it is shared by the MObius invariant/t. 
A subset X of a matroid G is a factor of G if and only if 
r(X) + r(G -- X) ~- r(G) q- r(cf). 
Indeed, if {A 1 . . . . .  Ak} is a partition of a matroid, then 
k 
Y, r(AO ~ r(G), 
~=1 
with equality holding if and only if each Ai is a factor, i ---- 1 ..... k [8]. 
If {A1 .... , Ak} is such a factorization, then for each subset X, 
k 
r(X) = Y~ r(X n AO. 
t,=I 
If G has only the trivial factors q0 and G, G is prime. I f  G has non-trivial 
factors, G is separable. 
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LEMMA TO THEOREM II. I f  a matroid G is prime, then for  each element e
in G either G \e  or G /e  is also prime. 
PROOF: Assume to the contrary that {B, C} is a proper factorization 
of G\e,  that {D, E} is a proper factorization of G/e,  and that G is prime. 
Let A~B~D,  A2=B~E,  A3=C~D,  A4=CnE.  Let 
Or 
e.~ ..... k = Oe (A~ w ... w Ak). 
Since {A 1 t) As,  A 3 k.J A4} factors G\e,  
r(Aa w A3) = r (A1)  -}- r(A3) and r(A2 u A4) = r(A2) + r(A4). 
Since {A 1 t.) Az,  A 2 t,_) A4) factors G/e, 
r(A1 w Aa) + ea3 + r(A2 W A4) + ez4 = r(G) + r(e). 
Since G is prime, r(G) = r(G -- e) and r(e) = 1. Thus 
4 
r(Ai) -- r(G -- e) -- 1 -- e13 -- e24. 
i=1 
e13 and e24 cannot both equal 1, because the sinister of  the previous 
equation is non-negative. I f  el~ = 1 and e24 = 0, then 
r(Aa W Az) + r(A2 U A4 u e) = r(G), 
producing a factorization of G. Thus eaz = e24 = 0, and 
4 
Y~ r(AO -- r(G -- e) = 1. 
i=1 
I f  e12 ~ 0,  then  
r(A1 w As U e) + r(A3 u A4) ~ r(G), 
producing a factorization of G. Thus e12 = e~4 = 1. 
r(G -- e) ~ r(A1) + r(A~ u Aa W A~) ~ r(G -- e) + 1. (4) 
I f  the dexter of (4) is the equality, it follows from e12 = 1 that el = 1, 
and {A1 ~3 e, As U A3 u A4} factors G. I f  the sinister of (4) is the 
equality, it follows from e2~ = 0 that e234 = 0, and {A1, As ~3 A 3 u A4 
u e} factors G. Our assumption that G is prime is now contradicted. 
Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM II. For any matroid G, fl is non-negative, fl = 0 if and only 
if G is separable (or empty). 
PROOF: I f  {A, B} is a non-trivial factorization of G, then 
( -  1)IXJr(X) /~ = ( -  1) r(a) E 
x 
= ( -  1) r(~ Z 
X 
( 1)iXlr(X ~ A) + (-- 1) *(G) ~,, (-- lfX]r(X n B). 
X 
Since A :;~ G, the first term is zero, as can be seen by collecting terms 
with a fixed X c3 A. Similarly, the second term is zero, because B :~ G. 
Assume fi ~ 0 for all matroids on sets with n elements, and let G be 
a matroid on an (n + 1)-element set. I f  e 6 G is a factor of G, then 
fl(G) = 0. I f  e is not a factor of G, then by Theorem I and the induction 
hypothesis, fl(G) is the sum of two non-negative integers. Since fl(~) = 0, 
fl(loop) = 0, and fl(isthmus) = 1, fl is non-negative for all matroids. 
Assume fl > 0 for all prime matroids on sets with n elements, and let 
G be a prime matroid on an (n -+- 1)-element set. Let e be an element of 
G. By the lemma, either G\e or G/e is prime. Since e is not a factor of G, 
Theorem I applies, and fl(G) is the sum of two non-negative integers, 
at least one of which is positive, by the induction hypothesis. Since 
fl = 1 for the only prime matroid on a two-element set, fl is positive 
whenever G is prime. Q.E.D. 
The numerical value fi, calculated for the matroid on the set of atoms 
of a geometric lattice P, may be considered as a property of the lattice. 
We now prove that fl has a constant value for all matroids G such that 
P = L(G), the lattice of closed subsets of G. 
THEOREM III. I f  L(G) is the lattice of closed subsets of a matroid G in 
which q~ is closed, and if ~ measures height in L(G), then 
~(~) : ( -  1)~,(~) Y~ ~(o, x)~(x). 
:c~L(G) 
PROOF: 2 (1) :  r(G), and for any subset Y ~_ G, r (Y ) :  2(J(Y)). 
If ~0 is closed in G, then 
#(0, x) = Z (-- 1) Irl, 
Y ;J (Y )=x 
as is proved in [4]. Collecting terms in (1) corresponding to subsets with 
equal closure, the theorem follows. Q.E.D. 
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For any matroid G, and any element e e G, a larger matroid can be 
formed by introducing two copies el ,  e2 of e, "in parallel." In the larger 
matroid, ranks of subsets not containing either e I or e2 are unchanged; 
subsets containing either el or e2 or both have rank equal to that of the 
corresponding subset containing e. This doubling of the element e does 
not alter the lattice L(G), because J(e,) ---- J(e2) = {el, e2} is an atom. 
PROPOSITION 4. I f  an element of a matroid is doubled in parallel, the 
value fl remains unchanged. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM IV. For any matroid G with dual G*, fl(G) ---- fl(G*). 
PROOF: The dual-rank r* is defined by r * (X)= n(G) -  n (G-  X), 
where n is the nullity, given by n(X) q- r(X) = IX ] .  Thus 
fl(G*) --- (-- 1) r-l~ Y, (-- 1)lXlr*(X) 
Xc_G 
---- (-- l) n(G) Z (-- 1)x(n(6) - -  [G- -X]  + r (G- -X) ) .  
Xc_G 
The term n(G), a constant, contributes to this sum only if [GI----0. 
The term ] G -- X] contributes only if ] G ] : 1. Thus, if ] G ] > 2, 
fl(G*) : (-- 1) IGl+r(a~ • (-- 1)lGJ( - 1)la-Xlr(G -- X) ~- fl(G). 
Xc_G 
If l G [ = 0 or 1, the theorem also holds. Q.E.D. 
For any matroid G and any element e e G, a larger matroid can also 
be formed by introducing two copies ex and e2 or e "in series." Subsets 
containing neither e~ nor e2 have rank unaltered; subsets containing 
exactly one of el ,  e2 have rank one greater than that of the corresponding 
subset not containing e; subsets containing el and e2 have rank one 
greater than that of the corresponding subset containing e. This construc- 
tion changes the lattice L(G), but does not affect fl, because it is the dual 
of that construction used to place e~ and e2 in parallel. 
PROPOSITION 5. I f  an element of a matroid is doubled in series, the value 
fl remains unchanged. 
PROOF: A direct consequence of Proposition 4 and Theorem IV. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY TO THEOREMS III AND IV. Two finite geometric lattices 
P and Q are equal to L(G) and L(G*), respectively, only iff l(e) = fl(Q). 
Q.E.D. 
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4. CALCULATION OF fl 
It is clear from the definition (1) that fl may be calculated from the 
coefficients of  the rank generating function [2]. 
PROPOSITION 6. I f  Y~ ~i~TJ is the rank generating function of a matroid 
G, then 
fl(a) = Z (-- 1)~+J(r(a) -- i)~ij. 
i,j 
PROOF: For any subset X _ G enumerated by p~j, IX ]  = r(G) -- i 
+ j and r(X) = r(G) -- i. Q.E.D. 
The rank generating function and the Tutte polynomial a are related 
by the formula a(~ § 1, ~ + l) = r ~), so fl is calculable from the 
coefficients of  a. Indeed, the computat ion is trivial. 
THEOREM V.  l f  ct(~, ~) -~- Y~ otij~i~ j is the Tutte polynomial of  a matroid 
G, then 
Oa 
~(6)  = ,~o = ~ (o, o), 
the number of bases of internal aetiuity one, external activity zero, relative 
to any total ordering of the elements of G. 
F IRSTPR~176176176176 q j 
to the coefficient r149 Thus the contribution of  a unit of avq to fl is 
/ \ /  q \ 
i=o ..... p i 
j=O,...,q 
----r(G) Y~(--1)/+J ( p 1) i+j+l ) 
where d~,: = 1 if i = j, di,j = 0 otherwise. Thus fl = r(G)aoo + alO. 
But ao0 = 0 for any matroid, and the theorem follows. 
SECOND PROOF: fl and alO agree on the two possible matroids on a 
1-element set. Assume fl = alo for all matroids on an n-element set, 
and assume a matroid G has n + 1 elements. Choose any element e e G. 
I f  e is a loop or an isthmus, aio = 0, while G is separable and fl = 0. 
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If e is neither a loop nor an isthmus, fl(G) = fl(G\e) 4- fl(G/e) and 
a(G) = a(G\e) 4- a(G/e), where f l(G\e) -- alo(G\e) and f l(G/e) =- 
=-alo(G/e), by the induction hypothesis. Q.E.D. 
Theorems I and II, together with Propositions 4 and 5, may be used to 
calculate fi values for the more common matroids. 
Let Ukn, 0 < k < n, indicate the uniform matroid of rank k on n 
elements. Every k-element subset of Ukn is a basis. This is the geometry of 
n points in general position in (k -- 1)-space, if 1 < k < n. 
PROPOSITION 7. 
PROOf: By Proposition 6, 
f l (Uk,)= i=0 y' ( -  1 ) i (k - - i )  k - -  1 4-k~-1 y' ( -  1)J k4 - j  
,) - (.-,) 
Consider the class G1 of planar graphs constructed inductively by 
adding an arc of any length connecting two distinct vertices on any single 
arc of a graph of class G1 9 Begin such constructions with a simple circuit 
of any length. The graph in Figure 1 is in the class G1 9 
o/\/\\o 
\o / \ ! /  
O 'O 
FIGURE 1. 
PROPOSITION 8. I f  G is the matroid of a graph in class G1, then fl = 1. 
PROOF: I f  G is a simple circuit on n elements, n > 2, then fi(G) = fl 
(G/e),  G\e being separable. I f  n -= 2, fl = 1, so fl(G) = 1 for a circuit 
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of any length. The operation of adding an arc in the manner described 
above does not change fl, by Propositions 4 and 5. Q.E.D. 
The matroid Pk of the complete graph on k vertices has lattice L(Pk) 
equal to the lattice of all partitions of a k-element set. 
PROPOSITION 9. fl(Pk) ~ (k --  2)!. 
PROOF: Assume k > 3, and let Pk-1 be the graph formed by attach- 
ing a k-th vertex to exactly j vertices of PkL1 9 Let e be any edge at the 
- -  ek-1 , and Pk /e  has the same fl-value as P~-I, k-th vertex of Pk . Pk \e  -  -2 
by Proposition 4. Thus 
k-g 
f l(Pk) = fl(Pk-1) -}- fl(Pk-1) 
~-~ 2fl(Pk-i) + fl(P~--~) 
-- (k -- 2)fl(P~_l) + f l (k- l ) .  
But P~_I is separable, so f l(Pk) = (k --  2) f l (ek-1).  Since fl(P2) ~- 1 = Or, 
fl(Pk) ~- (k --  2)!. 
A 3-connected matroid, no minor of which is 3-connected, is either a 
wheel Wk (of circumference k), or a whirl ~ [6]. 
PROPOSITION 10. f l (W~) = k --  1, f l (~)  - -  k .  
PROOF : Let Fk be either Wk or ~,  and let e be a circumferential edge 
in Fk. Then f l ( Fk /e )  -~ fl(Fk_l) by Proposition 4, and Fk \e  is graphic, in 
class G1. Thus fl(F~) = fl(Fk-1) + 1. The proposition follows from the 
fact that fl(W~) -~ 1, f l (~)  ---- 2. 
If G is a geometry [3] having n points and rank 3 (i.e., dimension 2), 
and having lk lines of length k, k = 2, ..., then f l(G) is determined by 
the numbers n, 1~, 14 . . . . .  
PROPOSITION 11. I f  a geometry  G o f  rank 3 has n points in all, and has lk 
k-point lines, then 
2 k=3 2 " 
PROOF: The sum of the MSbius function values on the four levels of 
L(G)  are 1, - -n ,  12+213+ . . . ,  and -- 1 +n- -  13--213 . . . . .  
Thus 
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/3=- -  3(-- 1 q -n - -  12--213 . . . .  ) - -2 (12q-21a+ " ' ) - -  l ( - -n )  
= 3 -- 2n -1- 12 q- 213 -+- . . . .  
Solving for 12 in the expression 
k~____2 (k ) lk  -- (2 )  , 
and substituting in the previous formula, we obtain the required expres- 
sion. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM VI. A matroid G is regular if and only if fl ~ 1 for all 4-ele- 
ment minors of G and/3 ~ 2for all 7-element minors of G. 
PROOF: Assume H is a binary matroid of rank k < n/2 on n elements. 
If k = 0, 1, or 2, fl(H) = 0 or 1, by our observation at the close of 
Section 1. If k = 3, Proposition 11 applies. Let p < n be the number of 
distinct points of H (atoms of L(H)). In a binary matroid, each line 
contains at most three points, so 14 = 15 . . . . .  O, and 
2) 
2 13" 
If k = 3 and fl =/: 0, then p > 5. I fp  -~ 5, 18 -- 0, 1, or 2. Since each 
point of a binary matroid of rank 3 is on at most three lines, 13 =/: 0, 
and f l=2 or 1. If p=6,  0<13<4,  with the further restriction 
13 = 4 provided by the condition that each point be on at most 3 lines. 
Thus f l=(4)  -4 - - -2""  "2  If p=7,  0<13<7,_  _ with the further 
restriction 13 = 7 provided as above. If 13 = 7, then H is isomorphic to 
the Fano matroid F, the projective plane of seven points and seven lines. 
Tutte [5] has proved that a matroid G is regular if and only if G is 
binary, and G has no minor isomorphic with either F or F*. fl < 1 for 
all 4-element minors of G if and only if G is binary (see Section 1, above). 
By the above argument, a 7-element minor H of a binary matroid G is 
isomorphic to F if and only if p = 7 and fl = 3. But if p < 7, fl < 3, 
as we have shown. Q.E.D. 
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